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The Benefits of Having
Well-Integrated, Multi-
Format Content in Your
Marketing Plan

There was a time when you could just place an ad for your
business in the Yellow Pages or the newspaper, and the
phone would start ringing. Now, digital marketing is growing
at a rapid pace, and there are many formats in which you
can promote your business. The choices can be
overwhelming and are highly competitive for your customer’s
attention.

This is where strategy comes into place. Today’s market
requires businesses to be in multiple places, consistently
delivering content to reinforce your marketing message to
your customers and prospects. Here is a brief list of some of
the most popular formats for content marketing:

Website
Blog
Email Newsletter
Social Media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest,
Snapchat, LinkedIn)
Audio (Podcast)
Video (YouTube)
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Why is it so important to have multi-format content?

Reach – A basic de�nition of “reach” is how many people
see your marketing message. It’s important to be in front of
your audience wherever they are online in order to stay top-
of-mind when they are ready to purchase. Keep in mind your
target audience for any given campaign may not be on every
channel where you can place content. A little marketing
research ahead of time, which can be done easily using
social media, will give you an idea of what formats may work
best and the places where your content will be exposed to
the biggest numbers of the right audience.

Communication – There have been theories that people
learn in different ways (auditory, reading/writing or through
experience). While the concept of learning styles may be up
for debate, people de�nitely have preferences on how they
consume digital content. Some are on all of them, including
every next big thing. Some just want to look at videos, some
want to read (blogs), some just want to look at pictures
(Instagram/Pinterest), some want to listen (podcasts) and
some just want to skim for the gist (Twitter/ Facebook). With
the digital market, you have opportunities to create content
around your marketing message that caters to all of these
different styles, so you communicate with your target
audience in a way that is most comfortable for them to
absorb your message.

Opportunity – It may sound like a lot of work to put your
marketing message in different formats in different places,
but think of it as an opportunity to show everything you do
from one statement (Twitter) to a full-on demo (YouTube).
This is your chance to really break out and show different
aspects of your product in different ways. For example, you
can create different pieces of content such as behind-the-
scenes production, expertise, how it works and so on. The
more information you provide to your customers and
prospects, the more creditability you will have, which leads
to earning their trust and prompting a purchasing decision.

How to integrate your different forms of content

While having multi-format marketing content is important, it
won’t go very far if your message is not integrated. All of
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your channels should say the same thing, just in different
ways. Before you even start producing content, work with
your primary content manager/strategist to come up with
various campaigns. They might be to promote sales, target
speci�c market segments, or show a particular bene�t of
your product at a time when the need is trending in social
media conversations.

Not only do you need to have all of your content producers
in the loop as to what campaigns you will be creating, other
departments need to be in the loop as well, such as public
relations and customer service. Everyone should be aware of
what campaigns are rolling out and speak to the customers
about the same talking points.

For example, a product launch with a special promotion
discount should be simultaneously written about in a blog,
announced in a press release, posted on social media with a
video and photos, featured in an email mailing, and then
upsold by customer service representatives as they help
with other orders.

This way, you are hitting your target audience with at least
one touch, if not several, as they journey through all the
formats in which they consume content. With today’s
competitive market, it’s now said that it takes 6-8 touches to
generate a viable sales lead.

By creating multi-format content marketing campaigns that
all integrate well together, you build a strong marketing
message everywhere your customers are!

Content Marketing
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26361 Crown Valley Pk., Ste. 210
Mission Viejo, CA 92691

Phone: (949) 429-3699 
Email: contact@releventure.com

Releventure is Content Marketing.

We're a digital marketing agency with a proven process for
developing affordable content at scale for any size business.
We employ the best content writers, photographers, graphic
designers, software developers, and video producers in
North America and focus their creative expertise on helping
you become the most relevant authority in your industry.
Releventure is a one-stop digital agency for beginning a
brand new content marketing strategy or expanding your
current digital publishing activities. Releventure is the digital
agency of choice for content marketers at the apex of the
digital publishing age. 
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